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Preface
Something strange happened in a closing session of a State Senate
gathering in 2013. A very vocal, brazen senator from a big city had the whole
assembly tied up in knots. Although the senators were vetted, season statesmen,
they did not know how to respond to the loud, aggressive, nigh unto lewd
comments of the senator. This person was advocating with skill and bombast
lesbianism, homosexuality, transgender life styles, and a list of things that most
civilized cultures historically have considered deviant.
The senators who listened to the diatribe against natural law, Christianity,
and common law, did not know how to respond. They felt that if they spoke, they
would have had to enter into pornographic parlance. In the history of our nation
the topics broached by this senator would have been considered uncouth,
boorish, and very bad manners. Without a shred of shame, this senator with great
guile and skill attacked basic moral law.
The strident nature of the attacks against the God of nature are rising with
shrill voices designed to intimidate Christians. This same aggressive nature seeks
to force upon citizens a worldview that wherever tried in history has led to
disaster. Authoritarian in nature and antinomian in style, it is a double extreme
that bears the same lethal fruit of a fanatical religion.
This modest treatise is a response to the contra-civilization claims being
made by the homosexual community. It also aims at confessing the Lordship of
Jesus Christ. Only His pardoning love enlightens people to see how sexuality is His
wondrous gift to mankind but needs to be used according to His loving, healthy
design. We love because He first loved us. May His love be our guide! PMK
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Observation One
Mature Christians have nothing personal against homosexuals. They just disagree on
the sexual activities conducted by homosexuals. Such activities they believe to be unable to
serve well the Republic.
Alert Christians have studied carefully history. Here they have witnessed how twenty
two great civilizations have tried and twenty two have died attempting to normalize
promiscuous sexual practices. These social experiments have had a track record of not being
very social. Rather they have been Faustian, barbaric, and prone to preying on the vulnerable.
This breeding ground for a self-love when it gains a herd mentality can only be contained by a
dictator or some iron-hand minority. Arnold Toynbee in his twelve volume A Study of History
documents the fall of the twenty two civilizations that crumbled because of their breakneck
pursuit of the sensuous.
Well-read Christians also study social science research. Here too they witness reports of
disturbing trends about the fallout from the homosexual lifestyle. As the homosexual
movement gains power, parallel trends such as economic chaos, entitlement mentality,
depopulation, a spike in porn, sex trafficking, and sexual assaults also have been arising. These
trends all hang together. When morality takes flight a nation moves to the darkest point of
night. This principle is as true as the law of gravity.
Above all, Christians see that the homosexual lifestyle conflicts with the teachings of
history's most luminous teacher, Jesus Christ. He designed marriage in the first place. Because
God's Son created the universe out of nothing and holds all things in the universe together, the
homosexual challenge to his person and work is no peripheral matter. The assault on marriage
is a backdoor attack on Christ, on liberty, and on the rule of wholesome law.
Jesus gave the apostles, the prophets, the good news tellers, pastors and teachers, to
equip the saints for the work of service--to be masks for His tasks, for building up the body of
Christ, until we all attain the oneness of the faith, and the knowledge of the Son of God, to
mature manhood, to the measure of the stature of the fullness of Christ, so that we may no
longer be children, tossed to and fro by waves and carried about by every wind of doctrine, by
human cunning and the crafty presentation of lies. But we are meant to speak the truth in love,
and to grow up in every way into Christ, who is the head of the Church. (Ephesians 4:11-14)
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